Significance Statement {#s1}
======================

Here we show, for the first time, that neurons in primate visual area V2 signal border-ownership for objects in complex natural scenes. Surprisingly, these signals appear as early as the border-ownership signals for simple figure displays. In fact, they emerge well before object selective activity appears in the inferior temporal cortex, which rules out feedback from that region as an explanation. Thus, "objectness" is detected by extremely fast mechanisms that do not depend on feedback from the known object-recognition centers.

Introduction {#s2}
============

Many visual tasks depend fundamentally on our visual system being able to organize low-level image features together as objects. This is a challenging problem for images of natural scenes, in which object contours are buried in luminance and color variations produced by surface structure, illumination, and shadows, and features from different objects are cluttered because of interposition in space. How the visual system is able to accomplish this is a major unresolved question of visual neuroscience. Border-ownership coding, discovered by [@B41], is an early neural correlate of this perceptual organization ([@B37]). [@B41] found that when an edge of a figure, such as a square, is aligned to the classical receptive field (CRF) of neurons in macaque visual cortex, some neurons will fire at a higher rate when the figure appears on one side of the CRF compared with the opposing side, even when the stimulus is locally ambiguous about the side of the figure. The underlying figure definition mechanisms may provide the structure for object-based attention ([@B27]). However, border-ownership coding has not yet been demonstrated for natural scenes. The same is true for other neural correlates of figure-ground organization such as the enhancement of activity over figure regions ([@B19]; [@B42]; [@B20]; [@B21]).

The goal of the present study was to close this gap of knowledge. We did not know what result to expect. On the one hand, images of natural scenes are rich in information that might be used for figure-ground definition. On the other hand, these images are infinitely more complex than displays of simple geometrical figures. Models of border-ownership coding were mostly designed for geometrical figures ([@B40]; [@B32]; [@B5]), and when such models were tested on complex natural scenes, their performance was modest ([@B33]; [@B31]).

Primate visual systems have no difficulty in segregating figure and ground in complex scenes, and it is commonly assumed that this is based on object knowledge. Thus, it is often assumed that border-ownership signals for complex natural scenes would depend on prior shape processing. Because shape-selective neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) cortex start to respond only ∼80 ms after stimulus onset and become shape selective even later ([@B2]), this hypothesis predicts that border-ownership signals for natural scenes should be delayed compared with those for simple geometrical figures, which appear at ∼60--80 ms ([@B34]).

We report here that a subset of neurons in visual area V2 are selective for border-ownership in images of natural scenes. When the CRF of such a neuron aligns with an occluding contour, the neuron will fire at a higher rate on average when the occluding object is located on the neuron's preferred border-ownership side. Some neurons signal border-ownership consistently across different objects and scenes. The border-ownership signals are mainly driven by image context, whereas an image patch covering the CRF produces only a small transient signal. Surprisingly, border-ownership signals for natural scenes emerge as early as 70 ms after stimulus onset, which contradicts the traditional view which attributes image understanding to shape processing at levels much higher in the hierarchy.

Materials and Methods {#s3}
=====================

We studied neurons in the visual cortices of three male rhesus macaques (*Macaca mulatta*). All procedures conformed to National Institutes of Health and U.S. Department of Agriculture guidelines as verified by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Johns Hopkins University.

Preparation {#s3A}
-----------

Three small head posts for head fixation were implanted in the skull, and a recording chamber was placed over the visual cortex of each hemisphere under general anesthesia.

Recording procedures {#s3B}
--------------------

Isolated neuronal activity was recorded extracellularly with glass-coated platinum-iridium microelectrodes (Pt-Ir 0.1-mm diameter, etched taper ∼0.1, impedance 3--9 MΩ at 1 kHz) that were inserted through the dura mater. A spike time detection system (Alpha Omega MSD 3.22) was used.

Most of the V2 neurons were located in the lunate sulcus after passing through V1; the remaining neurons were located in the lip of the postlunate gyrus. The eccentricities of the receptive fields ranged from 0.53 to 4.9 degrees of visual angle (median of 2.5).

Stimuli and experimental design {#s3C}
-------------------------------

### Stimulus display {#s3C1}

The stimuli were presented to the monkeys with either a 21-inch EIZO FlexScan T965 or a ViewSonic G220fb color monitor. Both had the refresh rate set to 100 Hz and resolution of 1600 × 1200. The monitors were viewed at a distance of 1 m and subtended 21 × 16 degrees of the visual field. The luminous outputs of the monitors were linearized. The images of the natural scenes were gamma corrected with the equation $V_{out} = V_{in}^{2.2}$ for the linearized displays.

### Recording of gaze direction {#s3C2}

The direction of gaze was recorded for one eye by corneal reflection or pupil tracking using an infrared video system (Iscan ETL-200) that was aligned with the axis of the eye via an infrared-reflecting mirror. The system recorded direction of gaze with a resolution of 0.08 × 0.16 degrees of visual angle, although the accuracy was lowered by noise and drifts in the signal.

### Behavioral design {#s3C3}

All data were collected using a fixation paradigm. Monkeys were given a juice reward for keeping the eye position signal within 1 visual degree of the center of a fixation point for 3--4 s.

### Mapping procedures {#s3C4}

After isolating a cell, its CRF was manually mapped with luminance bars, luminance edges, drifting gratings, and/or rectangles, depending on the CRF properties of the neuron. Any region of the visual field where a stimulus elicited a clear response was considered part of the CRF. The radius of the CRF was used to define the patch condition of natural scene stimuli, described below. Color and orientation were varied to determine the optimal stimulus. The manual mapping was typically confirmed by a position test that systematically moved a luminance step-edge or bar in randomized order.

The orientation preference was first tested in steps of 30° (0--330°). Often the orientation was fine-tuned using smaller steps over a more focused range. Only cells that were orientation selective were included in the results. This was determined by using the orientation modulation index when orientation tests were presented or by manual mapping when the orientation preference was obvious. The orientation modulation index was calculated by

$$OMI = \frac{\left( R_{\theta} - R_{\theta\bot} \right)}{\left( R_{\theta} + R_{\theta\bot} \right)},$$ where *R*~θ~ and *R*~θ⊥~ are mean responses to the preferred and orthogonal orientations. Only cells that had an orientation modulation index of at least 0.20 were included in the analysis.

### Standard square border-ownership test {#s3C5}

The border-ownership signal was first assessed using the standard square border-ownership test as described previously ([@B28]). This test presents a square with one of the edges centered over the CRF of the cell and the square rotated such that the orientation of the border matches the cell's preferred orientation. The square and the background are defined by two colors: gray (28 cd/m^2^) and the preferred color of the cell (or a color that elicited a strong response). The assignment of each of these colors to the square and the background were counterbalanced to separate out the effect of local contrast from the border-ownership coding. Two sizes of squares were used: 3° and 8°. A uniform background with the mean of these two colors was displayed between stimulus presentations.

For the standard square border-ownership test and the natural scene border-ownership test (described below), multiple stimuli were presented within a behavioral fixation period. Each stimulus was presented for 300 ms, and a uniform screen was shown for 200 ms between the stimulus presentations, whose color was set to the mean stimulus color within the CRF.

### Natural scene border-ownership test {#s3C6}

We used images from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset 300 ([@B23]) and one additional image (Paolo Neo, <http://www.public-domain-image.com/free-images/flora-plants/fruits/apple-pictures/red-apple-from-top>). Before data collection, we labeled many points in the images that lay on the occluding contours of objects, recording position, orientation of contour, and side of the occluding object. Each neuron was tested with a number of images aligning one of these points in the center of the CRF. Custom software was used to assist in accurately positioning the points. We call each test point in an image a "scene." Not all of the recorded neurons were presented with the same scenes. [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows 51 points denoted in the 32 images that were used most frequently in the experiments. The exact subset varied between monkeys, because some scenes seemed to distract a given monkey more than others from the fixation task, leading to frequent abortion of trials. Typically, only one point per image was tested, although sometimes there were more. In early experiments, we selected, for each neuron, points where the contour orientation was within 5° of the neuron's preferred orientation and rotated the images to match the preferred orientation exactly. In later experiments, we selected a subset of scenes (shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and applied arbitrary rotation. This enabled us to test the same scenes across multiple cells.

![Example scenes used for testing border-ownership selectivity of neurons. Selected points on occluding contours (marked here by red dots for illustration) were centered in the receptive field of the neuron to be studied. The examples show the most frequently used scenes, with the number of neurons tested per scene ranging from 90 (top left) to 10 (bottom right). All the images are from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset ([@B23]), except for the image of the apple on the lower right (Paolo Neo, <http://www.public-domain-image.com/free-images/flora-plants/fruits/apple-pictures/red-apple-from-top>) .](enu0061622000001){#F1}

In the initial experiments, when we selected points based on how closely their contours matched the recorded neuron's preferred orientation, we included more complex images. However, when we later concentrated on a smaller subset of points (shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we avoided points with high curvature, contour junctions, and thin objects, where both sides of the objects could fall within the receptive field.

For each scene, we manipulated border-ownership, edge contrast polarity, and image context ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Responses from two example cells to square, full natural scene and patch of natural scene. Four frames are shown for each stimulus type, with the two sides of border-ownership shown side by side and the two contrast polarities at top and bottom. Red circles indicate location and approximate size of the CRF. The patch stimuli have been magnified for illustration. Red frames indicate stimuli with objects on the preferred side, and blue frames indicate stimuli on the opposite side. Only one of the presented scenes is shown in each case. Cell 1 was presented 44 scenes, and cell 2 was presented 177 scenes. The mean temporal responses after the onset of the stimulus are plotted below with the corresponding colors; shading indicates 95% confidence intervals.](enu0061622000002){#F2}

### Border-ownership {#s3C7}

To manipulate the side of the object owning the border in a given scene, the image was rotated 180° about the center of the CRF. For example, in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the fish is to the upper right of the border, which is Cell 1's preferred side-of-object before rotation. After rotation, the fish is on the opposite side.

### Edge contrast polarity {#s3C8}

Rotation of the images by 180° changes the local contrast polarity within the CRF, since the local contrast rotates with the image. To control for this, we performed a transformation of the RGB color space that inverted the mean colors within the CRF on either side of the border. The color inversion transformation we used for a given scene (scene point), *s*, is $$T\left( {x_{i},s} \right) = \left( {\overline{x_{1}^{s}} + \overline{x_{2}^{s}}} \right) - x_{i},$$ where $\overline{x_{1}^{s}}$ and $\overline{x_{2}^{s}}$ are the average colors on each side of the border within the approximate receptive field radius, *r*; and *x~i~* is the color of the pixel that is being transformed. The regions $x_{1}^{s}$ and $x_{2}^{s}$ were segmented by hand. This is similar to the common color inversion transformation; however, the color space is inverted around the mean colors within the CRF instead of the midpoint of the color space.

### Patch {#s3C9}

To separate the effect of the local stimulus within the CRF (which is driving the response) from the modulation by the context, we showed both full images and local patches that covered the CRF. The stimulus within the approximate receptive field radius, *r*, was exactly the same for the full images and the patches. Outside this radius, the stimulus faded into the background using the complementary error function: $$\alpha = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1 & {d < r} \\
{erfc\left\lbrack {k\left( {d - r} \right)} \right\rbrack,} & {d < r} \\
\end{array}, \right.$$ where *d* is the distance from the center of the receptive field in pixels, and *k* was set to 1.8.

Each of these factors (border-ownership, edge-contrast-polarity, patch) is binary, such that there are a total of eight variations of each scene. All of the stimuli were presented in pseudorandom order.

The background color surrounding the full images and patches, and the display color during the interstimulus intervals for a given scene, was the average color within the area of the CRF: $$BG\left( s \right) = \frac{\left( {\overline{x_{1}^{s}} + \overline{x_{2}^{s}}} \right)}{2}.$$

This definition of background color for each scene is analogous to the definition of the interstimulus color used in the standard square test.

Data analysis {#s3D}
-------------

### Analysis of spike counts {#s3D10}

We used linear models to analyze each cell separately with R software ([@B29]; RRID:SCR_001905). The spike counts between 40 and 300 ms of stimulus onset were transformed by the Anscombe transform, $f\left( x \right) = \sqrt{x + {3/8}}$.

This transform approximately converts Poisson data to Gaussian distributions. Type II repeated-measures ANOVA (R car package; [@B11]) was used to measure the effect of border-ownership and its significance. A three-way fixed-effects model was used for the standard square test data (border-ownership × edge-contrast-polarity × size), and a four-way model for the natural scenes data (border-ownership × edge-contrast-polarity × patch × scene ID). Here, the variable "patch" specifies whether the full image was presented or only the patch over the CRF, as explained above. All the factors were binomial except scene ID, which had multiple levels and could also vary between cells. Both analyses were based on factorial design and included all interactions. The context influence on the border-ownership signal in natural image was defined as the interaction between border-ownership and patch.

To determine consistency of border-ownership signals and compare their relative strengths across different stimulus conditions, we plotted the border-ownership effects of the full images, the patches, and the context alone, as a function of the border-ownership effects of the standard square test, and in each case fitted a line through the origin using orthogonal least-squares regression. Orthogonal regression was used to treat both variables symmetrically. The border-ownership effects were calculated using the linear models described above. Because firing rates and reliability of responses vary between cells, we plotted the effects in each cell divided by the square-root of its error variance, as obtained from the model fit to the standard square test data. Because this model contains all experimental variables and their interactions, the error variance from it reflects the variation of responses between repeated presentations of the same visual conditions. This normalization is equivalent to weighting cells by their reliability (1/error variance). The fit was forced through the origin, because the sign of the border-ownership signal for each neuron is arbitrary (two neurons responding to the same edge can have opposite directions of border-ownership preference, and which direction we assign a positive value is arbitrary; of course, the same assignment was used for all data from a given neuron). This ambiguity means that the fit must be invariant against reflecting any data points about the origin. Thus, the fitted line must pass through the origin. For the figures, we reflected the data points at the origin so as to make the effects from standard square test positive, thus plotting all results in two quadrants. The 95% confidence intervals for the slope of the line were calculated by bootstrap, resampling cells with replacement, using the R boot package ([@B7]; [@B3]).

### Variation of border-ownership signals across scenes {#s3D11}

To illustrate the variation of border-ownership signals in a neuron across scenes, we sorted the scenes by the strength of the border-ownership effect, separately for full images, patches, and context. We then generated the distribution of border-ownership effects that would result if border-ownership had no influence (null hypothesis). We generated the null-hypothesis distribution from the neuron's linear model (see above) by setting the coefficients of side-of-object and its interactions to 0, and then simulating the neuron's responses by adding random Gaussian noise with the variance equal to the residual variance of the model fit. The 95% confidence intervals of the null-hypothesis line were calculated by bootstrap, resampling scenes with replacement.

To calculate a consistency index, we compiled the neuron's distribution of border-ownership effects across scenes and deconvolved this distribution with the null-hypothesis distribution, using the DeconPdf function of the R decon library ([@B36]). The original distribution was first approximated with a Gaussian to eliminate aliasing artifacts.

### Time course {#s3D12}

The spike rate histograms were calculated for the population of cells that were border-ownership selective in both the standard square test and the natural scenes test. The border-ownership signal is the difference between the spike rate histograms for preferred and nonpreferred side. The histograms were smoothed (Lowess, tension 0.12).

Latencies were determined by two-phase regression on the cumulative spike count histograms with 1-ms resolution of the population ([@B34]). For the overall responses, the spike counts were cumulated in the interval from 0 to 80 ms $\left( {Spikes_{pref} + Spikes_{nonpref}} \right)$.

For the border-ownership signals, the difference between the spike counts for preferred and nonpreferred conditions were cumulated in the interval from 30 to 150 ms $\left( {Spikes_{pref} - Spikes_{nonpref}} \right)$.

The onset of the context effect was calculated using the cumulative differential spike counts in the full image conditions minus the cumulative differential spike counts in the patch conditions: $$\left( {Spikes_{pref}^{full} - Spikes_{nonpref}^{full}} \right) - \left( {Spikes_{pref}^{patch} - Spikes_{nonpref}^{patch}} \right).$$

For the border-ownership signals, the first leg of the regression fit was forced to zero, since the activity from the preferred and nonpreferred conditions should cancel out before the onset of responses. In each case, the intersection of the regression lines defined the latency.

The standard deviations of the latencies were calculated by the bootstrap method ([@B8]). The bootstrap was performed by resampling the stimulus presentations with replacement, within cell and condition. The number of presentations within cell and condition were kept the same as in the original data. For each resampled dataset, the latency estimates were calculated by two-phase regression as described above. Superscript letters listed with *p*-values correspond to the statistical tests shown in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Statistical analysis

  Line   Data structure                                            Type of test                            Power
  ------ --------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---------------------
  a      Approximately normal (Anscombe transformed spike rates)   Two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test     *p* = 0.87
  b      Binomial                                                  One-tailed binomial                     *p* = 0.25
  c      Percentage/ratio                                          Bootstrap                               95% CI: 36 to 148%
  d      Percentage/ratio                                          Bootstrap                               95% CI: 33 to 89%
  e      Percentage/ratio                                          Bootstrap                               95% CI: --12 to 27%
  f      Binomial                                                  Normal approximation of binomial test   *p* = 6 × 10^−4^
  g      Binomial                                                  Normal approximation of binomial test   *p* = 6 × 10^−14^

Results {#s4}
=======

We studied neurons in the visual cortices from five hemispheres of three male rhesus macaques (FR, BE, and GR). Once spikes of a cell were isolated, its orientation and color selectivity was determined and its CRF was mapped with bars or contrast edges. Next, border-ownership selectivity was measured by placing an edge of a square across the CRF center with the square located on one side or the other of the edge. Responses to both sides were recorded with either edge-contrast polarity (flipping the colors of square and background), and this was done for two sizes of squares (3° and 8° visual angle on a side). Flipping the side of square and edge-contrast polarity produced pairs of configurations in which the figure was on opposite sides while the edge in the CRF was identical. The border-ownership signal was defined as the response difference associated with the location of the figure. The difference averaged over the two sizes of squares is the border-ownership signal for the "standard square test." Because it compares pairs of conditions in which the stimuli are identical within the entire region defined by the two locations of the square (see [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), the standard square test measures the influence of image context outside that region.

Our goal in this study was to test neurons in early visual cortex with occluding contours in natural scenes and see whether they can signal which is the object side. How can we measure border-ownership signals elicited by natural scenes? In principle, we used the same strategy as in the standard square test. We took a sample of digitized photographs of natural scenes from a standard database (Berkeley Segmentation Dataset, [@B23]). As humans, we understand the images and can thus identify objects and their contours. We placed an occluding contour across the CRF center of a neuron, rotated the image so that the contour matched the neuron's preferred orientation, and recorded the response for this orientation and again after rotating the image 180°, keeping the contour in the center of the CRF. The rotation brings the object to the other side, thus reversing the direction of border-ownership in the receptive field. However, with natural contours, the situation is more complicated than with the edge of a square, because these contours are generally not straight, and the regions on both sides of the contour are not uniform. Therefore, it is impossible to compare two situations that are locally identical, as we do in the standard square test. If the contour in the CRF is curved one way in the first presentation, it will curve the other way after the rotation. Even for a straight contour, we cannot make the two tests locally identical, because the regions adjacent to the contour are not uniform. A region may have texture or contain a luminance/color gradient. Curvature, texture, and gradients are effective in determining perceived border-ownership in human vision---e.g., the concave side of a curvature is more likely to be the object side ([@B17]), image structures that terminate at the contour are likely to be background ([@B35]; [@B13]), and if one side shows a gradient perpendicular to the contour it is likely to be the object side ("extremal edge," [@B25]). Because we cannot control these factors completely, we can only estimate border-ownership selectivity by testing each neuron with many different images. To get a better handle on the influence of local features, we expanded the factorial design by adding two dimensions of stimulus variation, patch and edge-contrast polarity.

First, in addition to presenting the entire image, we also presented a patch covering the CRF in isolation so that we could separate the effects of local and global factors. The stimulus presented within the CRF was identical in both the entire image and patch. Outside of the CRF, the patch blended into a uniform colored surround. The surround color was set to the mean of the color values within the patch. By rotating the patch 180°, we determined the influence of the local border-ownership cues in isolation.

Second, to control for the effect of edge-contrast polarity, we devised a color inversion scheme analogous to that of the standard square test. This is important, because contrast polarity is sensed by the CRF, which drives the neuron, and can strongly affect the strength of responses; in V2 and the supragranular layers of V1, ∼50% of neurons are contrast-polarity selective ([@B12]). To control for this factor, we created color-inverted images that essentially reversed the local edge contrast within the CRF. The test contour divides the patch into two roughly equal regions, and we calculated a transformation in 3D color space that flipped the mean colors of the two halves of the patch. The color values across the entire image were transformed this way. This transformation is analogous to flipping figure and ground colors in the standard square test, except that it is based on the mean colors in the vicinity of the CRF. One could of course perform the border-ownership test with only the original color images and determine the main effect of border-ownership. The contrast polarity would then be a random factor. Using color-inverted images allowed us to include contrast polarity as a covariate, which greatly improved the power of the analysis.

Each neuron was tested with many different natural scenes (10--177, mean 43) and with the two sizes of squares in the standard square test. In early experiments, we selected pieces of contours that approximately matched the preferred orientation of the neuron under study (±5°) and rotated the image by a small angle to match preferred orientation exactly. Thus, we kept the images upright except for a small rotation. With this method, we had to use a large number of images, each with multiple test points. At later stages, we instead used a smaller subset of images/scene points, which enabled us to test the same set of scene points in every neuron. This implied larger rotations (±90°) to match the neurons' preferred orientations. This selection of test points also excluded high local curvature and contour junctions, whereas the earlier set of images included such complex situations. Analysis of the data showed no difference between these two experimental schemes. Specifically, there was no significant difference between the firing rates in response to upright image and inverted images (*p* = 0.87^a^, two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). We therefore pooled the results obtained with the two schemes.

We obtained complete sets of data from 140 V2 neurons of three monkeys: FR (53 neurons), BE (50 neurons), and GR (37 neurons). Of these, 88 cells (63%) had a significant effect of border-ownership in the standard square test (*p* \< 0.01; see Materials and methods, Analysis of spike counts), and 65 (46%) had a significant effect of border-ownership for objects in the full images of natural scenes. The border-ownership effect from the global context, as measured by the interaction of patch with border-ownership, was significant in 38 cells (28%). Because testing natural images was sometimes skipped if border-ownership selectivity was not obvious in the standard test, these percentages may overestimate the true frequency of border-ownership selectivity.

As mentioned above, the 180° image rotation did not affect the mean strength of responses across the population. Thus, the border-ownership effects in natural scenes are not the result of a response difference between upright and inverted scenes.

Contours in natural scenes versus edges of squares {#s4A}
--------------------------------------------------

How do the border-ownership signals for complex natural scenes compare with those for the much simpler standard square test displays where the object is a figure surrounded by uniform color? Because the standard square test measures the influence of context, it was of interest to compare its results with the context effect in natural scenes. In 33 cells, both the standard square test and the context of natural scenes produced significant border-ownership modulation (*p* \< 0.01). Of these, only 2 cells had opposite preferences. That is, 94% of the cells were found to signal side-of-object consistently in the two tests.

The poststimulus time histograms of the responses from two example cells are illustrated in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, along with an example scene for each (in total, Cell 1 was presented 44 scenes, and Cell 2, 177 scenes; the histograms for natural scenes are means across scenes). The conditions in which the square or natural object was on the cell's preferred side are demarked with red, and the conditions in which they were presented on the cell's nonpreferred side are demarked with blue. The preferred side is defined consistently for each cell (using the square test as the standard). Cell 1 ([Fig. 2*A*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) produced a significant (*p* \< 0.01) mean border-ownership signal with the full-image displays, which can be seen in the higher mean firing rate when the objects appeared on the preferred side (red) compared with the nonpreferred side (blue), but not with the patches. Cell 2 ([Fig. 2*B*](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) produced a significant mean border-ownership signal in both full-image and patch conditions. The significant signal for patch indicates that the cell was sensitive to local figure-ground cues (e.g., curvature, edge luminance profile, texture differences). As we shall see, the behavior of Cell 1 is more representative of the population results; although there were 35 cells with significant border-ownership signals in the patch condition (*p* \< 0.01), only 20 of these cells (57%) were consistent between the patch condition and the standard square test (not significantly greater than chance, *p* = 0.25^b^, one-tailed binomial test).

To show how the border-ownership signals for natural scenes and square relate across the population of cells, we plotted their mean signal across natural scenes versus their signal for the standard square test ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For each neuron, the border-ownership effects in both tests were determined by linear models and divided by the square root of the residual variance from the model of the square test (see Materials and methods). Because the model of the square test includes all variables and interactions, its residual variance reflects only random response variation. Thus, the figure represents the border-ownership signals of each neuron in multiples of the standard deviation of the random variation of its responses. Note that all signals of each neuron were scaled by the same factor to allow comparison between conditions.

![Comparison of border-ownership signals produced by natural scenes and squares. For each of the 140 V2 cells studied, the border-ownership effects of full image and patch, and the context influence, are plotted against the border-ownership effect of squares. The effects were measured by linear regression performed on square root--transformed spike counts (see Materials and methods). Error bars bracket the range of 6× the mean standard errors of estimates. The slopes of the lines, determined by minimizing the orthogonal squared deviations, indicate the relative strengths of border-ownership signals for the natural scene stimuli relative to squares across the population. Shaded areas and dashed lines indicate 95% confidence intervals. Colors mark the example neurons of [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (red, Cell 1; blue, Cell 2).](enu0061622000003){#F3}

To compare the strength of signals for contours in natural scenes with that for edges of squares, we calculated the regression lines through the origin, minimizing the orthogonal squared deviations (see Materials and methods). Minimizing absolute deviations instead of squared deviations produced similar results, as did fitting the direct effects rather than scaled effects. The positive slopes of the regression lines indicate that there was overall agreement between the results for the full images of natural scenes and the standard square test, and between the context effects of natural scenes and the standard square test. The values of the slopes also indicate that the border-ownership signals for natural scenes tended to be weaker than those for the squares. For the full natural scenes, the relative strength was 44%, and for the context influence alone, it was 35%. The slope for the patches was not significantly different from zero, indicating that the effects of local border-ownership cues in isolation were not consistent with the border-ownership signals evoked by the squares. Note also that the context signals were less scattered than the full-image signals. Apparently, separating the influences of local cues from the context effects reduced the variance, presumably because the effects of local cues did not correlate with the border-ownership signals for edges of squares. We checked whether the results depended on the three cells with the strongest border-ownership signals; but excluding these cells did not change the significance of the fits.

Computing the slopes for the subpopulation of cells that were border-ownership selective (*p* \< 0.01) for both natural scenes and squares, the strength of the border-ownership signal for natural scenes was 72% of that for squares (95% CI: 36 to 148%^c^), the influence of the context was 59% (CI: 33 to 89%^d^), and the local cues still had no effect (2%, CI: --12 to 27%^e^).

The scatter in the plots of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the relative strength of the border-ownership effects for natural scenes and square figures varied greatly between neurons. This is the reason for the wide confidence intervals of the fitted slopes. The scatter in these plots is not simply the result of random response variation. In fact, the confidence intervals of the effects in the individual neurons were quite small: error bars in the figure indicate 6× the mean standard errors (∼99% CI). Rather, the scatter indicates genuine differences between neurons in processing the two kinds of stimuli. [@B41] noted this variation when comparing border-ownership selectivity between different configurations of geometrical shapes and attributed it to differences between neurons in the way they evaluate the available cues. Our results, discussed in the next section, confirm this conjecture.

Variation of border-ownership signals across scenes {#s4B}
---------------------------------------------------

Above, we examined the strength of border-ownership signals looking at means across scenes. Perhaps the most intriguing question is how consistent the signals are across the different scenes. In [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} we have plotted, for the two example cells, the border-ownership effects of the individual scenes, sorted by size, for the full-image and patch conditions and for the context influence (black curves). The intersections of the curves with the abscissa are shifted to the right of the center because the majority of scenes produced positive effects, except for the patch condition in Cell 1 ([Fig. 4*A*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), which produced no consistent effects.

![Variation of border-ownership signals across scenes. Data from the same cells as in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Scenes were sorted, in decreasing order, by strength of border-ownership signal. Black lines represent signals for full image, patch, and context. Gray bands show the 95% confidence intervals of the sorted effects obtained under the null hypothesis (no border-ownership selectivity). Horizontal blue line indicates the border-ownership signal for squares. The 10 scenes that elicited the most positive and the 10 scenes that elicited the most negative border-ownership signals are shown for each cell and condition in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.](enu0061622000004){#F4}

These plots indicate considerable variation of the effects across scenes, with strong positive effects (consistent with the standard square test) for some scenes and weak or even negative effects for others. Of course, some of this variation is caused by the random variation of responses. Determining the effects for the individual images includes substantial amounts of random variance, because the number of responses to each scene was small. We determined the effect of random variation by generating for each recorded neuron a large number of surrogate neurons with the same random variance, but no border-ownership selectivity, and sorting the predicted border-ownership effects of each surrogate neuron (see Materials and methods). The mean across the surrogate neurons represents the null hypothesis that border-ownership has no influence (gray trace in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; shading represents 95% confidence limits). The null-hypothesis curve of course intersects the zero line near the center, as about half the values must be positive and half negative. The slope of this curve is entirely the result of sorting random variations.

Comparison with the null-hypothesis curve suggests that some of the negative values of the data are the result of random response variation. Particularly in the case of the patch condition in Cell 1 ([Fig. 4*A*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the null hypothesis might explain nearly all the variation of border-ownership effects between scenes, indicating that the pictorial cues within the CRF had little, if any influence. Thus, in this neuron, the border-ownership signals in the full-image condition were driven mainly by the image context.

The random variation of responses affects the apparent consistency of the border-ownership effects across scenes. Because these variations are not correlated with the border-ownership effects, they do not systematically affect the estimate of its mean, but they tend to lower the proportion of consistent values: in the limit, when the random variance is large compared to the mean, the proportion of positive values approaches 0.5 (chance). More specifically, the measured distribution of border-ownership effects is the convolution of the true distribution of border-ownership effects with the noise distribution. The latter equals the distribution of simulated border-ownership effects under the null hypothesis. Thus, in principle, we can recover the true distribution by deconvolution (see Materials and methods). Validation on simulated neurons with known border-ownership consistencies showed that the deconvolution provided a better estimate of consistency than using the raw border-ownership effects, while still tending to underestimate the true consistency.

[Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution across neurons of the proportion consistent for the full-image condition as derived from the raw data (top) and as corrected by deconvolution (bottom). The corrected results show that 13 cells were \>80% consistent across scenes, and 3 were \>90% consistent. Example Cell 1 ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) was 83% consistent (*p* = 6 × 10^−4^, testing proportion against 0.5, Bonferroni corrected for testing the 65 cells with significant border-ownership in the full images^f^), and Cell 2 was 79% consistent (*p* = 6 × 10^−14^, testing proportion against 0.5, Bonferroni corrected for testing the 65 cells with significant border-ownership in the full images^g^). When an occluding contour is placed in the receptive field of such a neuron, it signals the object side correctly with fairly high probability.

![Consistency and latency of neurons in signaling border-ownership for natural scenes. ***A***, "Raw" shows the distribution of the proportion of scenes for which a cell gave the same sign of border-ownership signals. "Corrected" shows the distribution of the proportion after correction for random variation (see Results). Cells are selected for significant (*p* \< 0.01) effect of border-ownership in full natural scenes (*n* = 65). ***B***, Estimates of the latencies of the border-ownership signals for natural scenes in the individual cells plotted as a function of their consistency. The latency of the border-ownership signals did not increase with consistency.](enu0061622000005){#F5}

Time course {#s4C}
-----------

How can neurons at this low level in the visual cortex signal consistent figure-ground interpretations for natural scenes? Solving the figure-ground problem in complex images clearly requires some understanding of the image. Such understanding might be based on object recognition. Is it possible that the border-ownership signals for natural scenes are the result of feedback from shape-selective neurons in IT cortex? Because IT neurons start responding only ∼80 ms after stimulus onset and become shape selective at ∼130 ms ([@B2], their [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, time point of half-maximal signal strength), border-ownership modulation for contours in natural scenes would then emerge with a corresponding delay, and much later than the border-ownership signals for edges of squares, which appear ∼70 ms after stimulus onset ([@B41]; [@B34]). Surprisingly, this was not the case.

We computed the average poststimulus time histograms for the different stimulus conditions using the data of the 31 cells that showed significant (*p* \< 0.01) effects of border-ownership for both squares and natural scenes, excluding the two cells in which the effects were opposite (because the border-ownership signal is the difference between preferred and nonpreferred side responses, cells with opposite preferences cannot be included because choosing one or the other side would bias the result toward either natural scenes or squares). A comparison of the histograms ([Fig. 6*A*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the border-ownership signals emerged virtually at the same time for natural scenes (red line) as for squares (black dashed line).

![Time course of border-ownership signals for squares and objects in natural scenes. ***A***, The curves show smoothed poststimulus time histograms of the mean border-ownership signals, averaged over cells, for full natural scene (red), natural scene patch (blue), natural scene context (green), and square (black dashed). The border-ownership signal for natural scenes and its context component emerge at the same time as the signal for square figures, but rise slightly more slowly. The patches of natural scenes produce only a small transient signal. ***B***, Comparison of the time course of border-ownership signal (red) and mean response (black) for contours of natural scenes. Note the short interval between response onset and rise of the border-ownership signal.](enu0061622000006){#F6}

We also plotted the border-ownership modulation produced by the image patches (blue) and the context effect, i.e., the difference between full-image and patch effects (green). The image patches produced only a small transient positive signal between ∼40 and 90 ms which then disappeared, whereas the image context effect rose about linearly, peaking at 140 ms. The image context effect should be compared with the border-ownership signal produced by the square (here shown for the 8° size) which also depends entirely on the image context (the displays produced by flipping the square about the test edge and reversing the contrast are identical within a 16° by 8° region centered on the CRF). Although both emerge at the same time, one can see that the curve for natural scenes (red) rises slightly more slowly than the curve for the square (black dashed). All border-ownership signals except those for the patch lasted until the end of the observation period (300 ms), decaying slightly after the peak.

In [Fig. 6*B*](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, we compare the border-ownership signal for natural scenes (red, replotted from *A*) with the mean of the responses to preferred and nonpreferred sides (black, righthand scale). Note the short delay between response onset and border-ownership signal.

The results of [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} are consistent with the scatterplots of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} in showing that the border-ownership signals, averaged over the analysis period, did not correlate between the patch and square conditions, and that the context effects of natural scenes correlated more tightly with the square signals than the full-image signals did. Apparently, the CRF produces consistent border-ownership signals only briefly after stimulus onset, but does not have a consistent effect later.

[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the latencies for responses and border-ownership signals in the different conditions as determined by two-phase regression on the cumulative spike count histograms ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}; Materials and methods). These latencies correspond approximately to the time point at half-maximal strength of the signal. The table shows a latency of 60 ms for the full image border-ownership signal and 73 ms for the context influence, compared to 44 ms for the response onset (the response latencies were essentially the same for preferred and nonpreferred side: 44.7 and 43.8 ms, respectively). The estimate for the response onset agrees with previous estimates for edge responses in V2 ([@B39]). Thus, assuming that the computation is based on V2 responses, this leaves only about 16 ms for computing the border-ownership signal for the full image, and 29 ms for evaluating the image context.

###### 

Summary of the latencies of responses and border-ownership signals

  Stimulus                  Onset response (ms)   Border-ownership signal (ms)
  ------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------------
  Square (3°)               46 ± 0.3              62 ± 3
  Square (8°)               46 ± 0.3              71 ± 6
  Natural scenes, full      44 ± 0.1              60 ± 2
  Natural scenes, patch     47 ± 0.1              ---
  Natural scenes, context   ---                   73 ± 4

Latencies for onset response and border-ownership signal and their standard deviations for 33 border-ownership selective cells.

![Determination of the latencies of the population border-ownership signals. Red curves show the cumulative spike difference counts for small and large squares, the full natural scenes, and the context component. The latencies were determined by two-phase regression fits (blue lines; see Materials and methods).](enu0061622000007){#F7}

![Source Figure 4. Scenes corresponding to the 10 strongest and 10 weakest border-ownership signals of Fig. 4. The scenes were ranked according to full image, patch, and context effects for each of the two example cells. The ranks are indicated below the images: the lowest numbers correspond to the strongest signals, and the highest numbers correspond to the weakest (or negative) signals. Red dots indicate the tested receptive field positions. In some scenes, two positions were tested. Note that the scenes tend to rank similarly in full-image and context influence but differently in the patch condition. For example, in Cell 1, the eagle ranks low in both full-image and context but high in patch, and in Cell 2, the golf scene ranks low in context but high in patch.](enu0061622000008){#F8}

The short latency of the mean border-ownership signal for natural scenes is surprising considering the high consistency of the border-ownership effects across scenes in some neurons ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Could the early part of the signal be contributed by less-consistent neurons that produce strong signals, but only for a few scenes, whereas the later part of the signal comes from highly consistent neurons with longer latency (which would be compatible with feedback from IT)? Our data contradict this explanation: Cell 1 in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} was highly consistent (83%, 44 scenes tested) and produced border-ownership modulation with short latency (85 ms). Across the population, there was no evidence of latencies being longer for highly consistent neurons ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). There was no correlation between Fisher-transformed consistency index and latency (Pearson *r* = --0.04, *p* = 0.85).

Taken together, our analysis revealed no indication of a gradual emergence of border-ownership signals for natural scenes that would correlate with the progression of shape selective responses in the ventral stream. The border-ownership signals pop up extremely fast, within \<30 ms after the onset of responses in visual cortex.

Discussion {#s5}
==========

This is the first neurophysiological study of border-ownership selectivity of cortical neurons in natural scenes. Our main findings are that a subset of V2 cells consistently signal border-ownership in natural scenes, that the border-ownership coding for natural scenes is consistent with that for simple figure displays like a square in a uniform field, and that the border-ownership signals for natural scenes emerge at the same time as the border-ownership signals for simple figures, reaching their maximal strength only slightly later. We believe our results portray a picture of the neural activity that corresponds closely to how real scenes are represented in the visual cortex under natural viewing: recording from neurons in awake monkeys during periods of fixation, we studied the responses of orientation-selective neurons (which constitute \>75% of the neurons in V2, [@B12]) by aligning their receptive fields with occluding contours in images of natural scenes. As a consequence, the neurons generally responded strongly to at least some of the images. Thus, we are looking at the pattern of activity across the population of neurons that would be strongly activated by objects in natural scenes. These neurons presumably provide the information on which subsequent object processing centers rely.

Robust mechanisms {#s5A}
-----------------

The border-ownership signals showed a remarkable degree of consistency, both across the population of neurons and across scenes within the individual neuron. Among the neurons that were significantly modulated by border-ownership for both natural scene contours and borders of squares (about one quarter of our sample), the mean border-ownership signals in the two conditions were consistent in 94% of the neurons. Comparing the responses of individual neurons across large samples of different natural scenes, we found that some neurons were 90% consistent across scenes. These V2 neurons perform much better than the simulated neurons in a somewhat simplistic model ([@B33]), which reached only 67% consistency on images of the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset. We are not aware of other neural models that have been evaluated on images of natural scenes. The consistency across scenes rules out the possibility that the mean effects of border-ownership were the result of occasional conspicuous features or configurations. Finding such a high degree of consistency in neurons of a low-level visual area such as V2 is surprising.

Our results of course apply to our specific selection of scenes and test points, which is somewhat arbitrary. However, as the example set in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows, our test contours included a large variety of situations: borders between regions of different contrasts, colors, and textures and borders with luminance/color gradients. Also, the shapes and sizes of the objects varied greatly. Thus, the observed consistency of border-ownership coding shows that border-ownership coding reflects mechanisms for detection of objectness that are highly sophisticated and robust.

There are many local cues that can influence our perception of border-ownership ([@B26]). Our results from the image patches show that the CRFs did not contribute much to the border-ownership signals, except for the brief period from ∼50 to 90 ms after stimulus onset ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The weakness of border-ownership signals from patches is consistent with perceptual and computational studies ([@B10]) showing that human performance strongly depends on the size of the image patch and would be poor or at chance level for the small patch sizes we used, especially because we excluded regions of high curvature and contour junctions. It is important to note that finding weak effects in the patch condition does not mean that local cues have little influence on the border-ownership computation. The patch generates a brief signal that is later discarded, as there is no confirmation from the context. Most likely, the border-ownership mechanisms integrate local cues all along the contours as proposed in the grouping cell model discussed below.

Fast processing {#s5B}
---------------

Perhaps the most surprising result is the early onset of border-ownership signals in the natural scenes test. Using two-phase regression on the cumulative differential spike count histograms, we estimated signal latencies (corresponding approximately to the time point when the border-ownership signal reaches half-maximal strength) of 60 ms for contours in natural scenes as a whole, and 73 ms for the component contributed by the image context ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). These latencies are essentially the same as the latencies of the border-ownership signals for edges of squares (62 and 71 ms for sizes of 3° and 8°, respectively). Because neurons in area V2 start responding at only ∼45 ms (in all conditions), this leaves only 16-ms processing time in the case of full images and 29 ms for the context influence.

Searching for an explanation {#s5C}
----------------------------

Explaining the robust and fast figure-ground signals is a challenge for the theory and modeling of visual cortical function. The spread of feed-forward connections, which account for the CRF, is too small to account for the context integration ([@B41]; [@B1]). Also, lateral propagation of signals within the cortex (V1 or V2) is unlikely to explain these results, because the conduction velocity of intracortical ("horizontal") fibers is too slow to transmit the necessary context information across these large retinotopic representations, an argument that is based on an analysis of border-ownership signals for edges of squares, where the cortical distances can be determined exactly ([@B5]; [@B34]). By extension, given the similarity of the time course between the border-ownership responses to natural scenes and squares ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), it seems unlikely that lateral propagation would underlie the natural scene data. This seems to rule out models based on intracortical propagation of signals ([@B40]).

The short latency of the border-ownership signals for natural scenes also seems to rule out mechanisms tuned to specific object shapes in IT cortex as an explanation, because neurons there start responding only ∼80 ms after stimulus onset and become shape selective at only ∼130 ms ([@B2]). Also, applying a classifier-based readout technique to the responses of many IT neurons yields valid object categorization only after ∼100 ms ([@B15]). Thus, any top-down influence from specific object-recognition mechanisms would arrive much later than the observed border-ownership signals.

By elimination, we conclude that border-ownership coding must involve back-projections to V1 and V2 from hypothetical higher-level mechanisms that are fast enough to generate consistent signals within a few tens of milliseconds. Large context integration occurs in a number of cortical areas that are only a few centimeters away, and, because the forward- and back-projection loops consist of white matter fibers that have high conduction velocity, this hypothesis can explain the critical observation of wide context integration with short latency.

This is the basic idea of the "grouping cell model" proposed earlier ([@B5]; [@B27]). This model explains border-ownership coding for the relatively simple displays of geometrical figures, such as a geometrical figure surrounded by a uniform region ([@B41]), pairs of overlapping figures ([@B41]; [@B27]), and the concave part of C-shaped figures ([@B41]). In this model, neural responses from edge-selective neurons (simple or complex cells in areas V1 and V2) feed into grouping cells (G-cells) at a higher level, which, by feedback, set the gain of the same-edge neurons, thus modulating their visual responses. The feedback modulation makes these edge neurons border-ownership selective (B-cells). In [@B5], the grouping is based on very simple fixed summation templates; G-cells sum cocircular edge signals. Per design, they respond best to objects of compact shape and bias the border-ownership responses even when only a few roughly cocircular edges are present, in agreement with the neurophysiology ([@B39]; for psychophysics, see [@B9]). The G-cells receive additional bottom-up input from end-stopped cells responding to T-junctions, which suggest occlusion and indicate the direction of occlusion ([@B13]). Thus, G-cells accumulate evidence from various kinds of local cues distributed along the contour. However, an isolated patch containing such a cue would not be sufficient to keep a G-cell active, which explains the brief duration of the neural signal in the patch condition ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). In strong support of this model, analysis of spike correlations between simultaneously recorded neurons [@B22] found increased synchrony precisely between those neurons that, according to the model, receive common input from grouping cells.

A number of alternative ideas have been proposed to solve the border-ownership problem. An example is a theory by [@B43] in which a field computation replaces the role of the grouping cells. In this model, edge signals are products in a reaction-diffusion equation such that, in the equilibrium state, the field carries information about distant edge arrangements (see also [@B4]). Zucker suggests that the local field potential is the substrate of the field computation, citing evidence that its local gradient can influence the firing rates of neurons.

It is unclear how well the different models estimate border-ownership for objects in natural scenes and how realistic they are given the extent of the cortical representation and the short latency of the border-ownership signals ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). We are making the data from our experiments available ([@B38]), so that border-ownership models can be compared directly to the neuronal responses.

Border-ownership and saccadic eye movements {#s5D}
-------------------------------------------

Understanding the object structure of scenes from images is a fundamental task of vision. Our results show that this task is performed to some extent by extremely fast mechanisms that do not depend on feedback from object-recognition centers. The same mechanisms might underlie the ultrarapid object detection found by Thorpe and colleagues ([@B18]; [@B6]). When two scenes are simultaneously flashed in the left and right hemifields, human observers can reliably make saccades to the side containing an animal in as little as 120 ms. Saccades to faces are even faster. As suggested by [@B22], the activation of grouping circuits corresponds to the formation of "object files" or "proto-objects" postulated in perceptual theories ([@B16]; [@B30]). The grouping circuits are thought to provide the structure for object-based attention ([@B5]; [@B27]; [@B24]), which is closely related to saccade planning. Thus, the fast border-ownership signals for natural scenes demonstrated in the present study might reflect the formation of proto-objects, which also enable the system to make fast saccades to objects.

Acknowledgments: We thank Hee-kyoung Ko for help with annotation of the natural scenes and helpful discussions.

Synthesis {#s6}
=========

Reviewing Editor: Tatyana Sharpee, The Salk Institute for Biological Studies

Decisions are customarily a result of the Reviewing Editor and the peer reviewers coming together and discussing their recommendations until a consensus is reached. When revisions are invited, a fact-based synthesis statement explaining their decision and outlining what is needed to prepare a revision will be listed below. The following reviewer(s) agreed to reveal their identity: Xin Huang, Steven Zucker.

Both reviewers appreciated the importance of this study. The consensus was that additional data annotation and statistical tests would strengthen the impact of this study. Specifically, in Figure 4 it would be helpful to provide insights in to the variation in natural scenes that was correlated with the strength of border ownership signals. This could be done by grouping natural scenes into, for example, three categories based on the strength of border ownership signals compared to the strength of the standard square stimulus presentation, marking the corresponding boundaries and providing examples of natural scenes from each category.

Further, there were concerns about some aspects of the data analysis, such as the impact that image rotation could have on the results or normalization of responses by the response variance in the standard square condition. In regards to image rotation, one suggestion was to sort the data based on the angle of rotation that was made for each cell, and to examine whether the degree of rotation is correlated in any way with the sign and strength of the border-ownership signal. If there are not enough data to look at this using a correlation analysis, perhaps it might be possible to bin the angle of rotation in two or three groups to see if there is any difference between the groups.

In regards to response normalization, would it be possible to comment whether it was essential for the results or whether the same conclusions could be reached without this normalization? Response variance could also be different in the natural scenes condition. Finally, given the findings of short response times, perhaps one could consider response measures other than spike counts, for example spike latency. Given that there are many metrics that one could apply, the reviewers suggested whether the authors might be willing to make their dataset publicly available after publication so that other response metrics can be tested by the community.

Reviewer 1:

This is a very interesting study, addressing an important question regarding how low-level image features are grouped together to form objects in natural scenes. Studying natural scenes is challenging, given the complexity of visual stimuli. The authors did an impressive job. The study was carefully designed, the data analyses were thorough and overall reasonable, and the presentation is generally clear. I only have several minor comments/suggestions.

1\. How was the CRF determined? In particular, how was the approximate receptive field radius, r (on page 9, line 161) determined?

2\. Page 10, line 181, is it correct that the factor \"patch\" refers to the two conditions of full-image and patch conditions? May want to clarify this in the text to make it clearer.

3\. Page 10, line 196 \"Orthogonal regression was used to treat both variables symmetrically\". May consider move this sentence to line 190, following \"using orthogonal least-squares regression\", so that it would be clearer what \"both variables\" refer to.

4\. In the time course analysis, the latency for the overall response was determined based on the summed responses elicited by preferred and nonpreferred orientations (Page 12, line 226). Since the response elicited by the nonpreferred orientation should have a longer response latency than that of the preferred response, by combining the preferred and nonpreferred responses, it is possible that the estimated latency of the overall response is longer than that based on the response to the preferred orientation only. The added non-preferred response may have impact on the regression of the second (i.e. rising) phrase in the latency measure. Is this the case?

If adding the nonpreferred response indeed caused the estimated latency of the overall response to be longer (therefore the difference between the latency of the border-ownership signal and the overall response to be smaller), the authors may want to estimate the overall response latency based on only the response elicited by the preferred orientation, since preferred (or near-preferred) orientation was used to determine the border-ownership signal.

5\. Page 24, line 470, Figure 4 should be Figure 3.

6\. In Figure 3 the full image panel, it seems to me that out of a total of 140 neurons, three data points are quite distinct from the rest of the data points. The authors should check their regression statistics after removing these three data points to make sure that the statistical analysis results of the full image condition was not heavily influenced by these three data points. The coordinates of the three data points (Square, Natural scene) are roughly (1.6, 3.7), (3.2, 1.95) and (3.95, 0.7).

Reviewer 2:

The authors have pioneered the discovery and the characterization of \'border-ownership neurons\' in the early visual system, and this manuscript continues that investigation. Previously it was shown that certain cells in (primate) V2 (plus a few in V1) exhibit enhanced responses when their receptive fields were placed over appropriately-aligned boundaries of squares, rectangles, etc., provided those figures were \'seen\' as figure (vs. when they are \'seen\' as background). This provides a physiological subtrate for the classical Gestalt dictum that the figure \'owns\' the border, a phenomenologically powerful effect. Furthermore the group of von der Heydt has shown that this response is fast - on order of a few tens of milliseconds - a challenging constraint for theorists.

The current paper extends this experimental result to \`\`natural scenes.\' They used a number of images from the Berkeley Segmentation data set and selected sample patches for the experiment. Their main conclusion is that border ownership signals derive from natural scenes as well as artificial ones ( the squares and rectangles from their earlier experiments) and that these signals are robust, consistent, fast. I am not surprised by this result, but I am somewhat confused by it. As explained below, it is difficult to assess whether this extends their earlier work in a significant manner. There is much more in their data that could be easily extracted and added to the manuscript, and I recommend that this be done before a more detailed review is attempted.

To quote their result: \`\`The border-ownership signals showed a remarkable degree of consistency both across the population of neurons and across scenes within the individual neuron. Among the neurons that were significantly modulated by border-ownership for both, natural scene contours and borders of squares (about 1/4 of our sample), the mean border-ownership signals in the two conditions were consistent in 94% of the neurons. Comparing the responses of individual neurons across large samples of different natural scenes, we found that some neurons were 90% consistent across scenes.\" (p. 27)

Basically the problem is that it is impossible to assess the relevance of their test patches, and to determine whether these differ in a significant, functional way from their artificial ones. Since the only examples they show are in Figure 1, I could conclude that they mainly selected examples of \'natural scenes\' that resemble their squares. Just consider the insect wing or the tent or the apple in Fig. 1. All curvatures are small or zero; there appears to be a large contrast difference across all bounding contours regardless of texture; they implement some sort of color normalization (p. 8) and so on. Furthermore, the test patches were rotated to accomodate the cell\'s orientation preference; there is no attempt to analysis the effect of this rotation. Two examples are shown in Fig. 2.

The main data slide is Fig. 4, and this could be much more interesting: it shows how the border ownership signals vary across many scenes. Some scenes stimulate strong responses and others are weak ones. Many are much less than the artificial square stimuli. What, exactly, is going on across scenes?

To get some insight into this, the data could simply be better presented. My first recommendation is that the arbitrary scale of scene number in Fig. 4 be annotated with the test patch examples illustrated in Fig. 1. Then we might guess something about which scenes are most powerful for border ownership, and which are least. Quantizing the horizontal scale in Fig. 4 to three classes \-- 1. better than square, 2. comparable to square, and 3. less powerful than square \-- might even be more helpful. At least then we would have some sense of how the responses relate to scenes for a particular neuron, and how they related to \`\`groups of scenes\' for different neurons. (In particular, how do the scenes on the abscissa

for cell 1 relate to those for cell 2?) With some insight into the scene structure we would be in a very different position to assess their statistical analyses.

As a related point, many researchers have done psychophysics on the Berkeley datasets. It should be relatively easy to assess whether their bounding contours are identifiable as borders for people, which might provide further insight into the differences between the three classes above. Does rotating the images destroy human assessment of border ownership? Does contrast renormalization?

Regarding statistics:

Thirdly, The authors assume firing rate is the approriate response variable,

rather than, say, clustering of spikes. In particular, they remark: \`\`Because firing rates and reliability of responses vary between cells, we plotted

the effects in each cell were divided by the square-root of its error variance as obtained from

the model fit to the standard square test data. Because this model contains all experimental

variables and their interactions the error variance from it reflects the variation of responses

between repeated presentations of the same visual conditions. This normalization is equivalent

to weighting cells by their reliability.\' (p 10) However this is the simplest possible metric for activity

and may well miss the real one. At least providing a few other characterizations of spiking activity

would be extremely useful for comparing against (or inspiring new) models. (For other analyses they

also used total spike counts (p. 12) but these are not related to the above.)

Summary: I am in general a fan of von der Heydt\'s efforts to assess border ownership. He\'s clearly done some additional experiments that could be very revealing. I recommend that he extend his presentation of the existing data in a manner that would allow the reader to assess it.
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